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Colour the star ………..

STAR

"N" hands and thumbs (palms forward, pointing up) at head height; fingers
and thumb open and close alternately while making small upward movement
several times.



Colour the aeroplane ………..

AEROPLANE

Working "Y" hand (palm down, pointing forward) moves across body and up
slightly.



Colour the flower ………..

FLOWER

Working bunched hand (palm back, pointing up) held under the nose, waves
from side to side.



Colour the helicopter ……….

HELICOPTER

Working index hand (palm back, pointing up) in front of forehead, makes
inward circles twisting from wrist.



Colour the ball ………….

BALL

Flat hands (palms down, pointing forward) move round to show shape of
ball, finishing palms up. Size of circle shows relative size of ball.



Colour the umbrella …………

UMBRELLA

Working closed hand (palm in, pointing forward) rests on supporting fist
(palm in, pointing forward); working hand moves up.



BLACK BLUE BROWN

Working closed hand (palm in,
pointing up) makes backward circle
over cheek.

Working index indicates vein on
back of relaxed supporting hand.

Working flat hand (palm down,
pointing in) makes small inward
circle on back of supporting wrist.

GOLD GREEN ORANGE

Make letter shape "G"; then working
hand springs up changing to open
hand (palm back, pointing in/up).

Working flat hand (palm up,
pointing in) scythes up supporting
forearm (palm up, pointing forward).

Working full "C" hand (palm
forward, pointing up) makes
squeezing action by side of mouth.
NB: Hand does not close into a
fist.

RED SILVER WHITE

Working index hand (palm back,
pointing up) traces around lips.

Make letter shape "S"; then working
hand springs up changing to open
hand (palm back, pointing in/up).

Working pinched hand plucks at
shirt front.


